John de Seynesford & Agnes his wife grant to
Roger Blome & Margaret his wife two pieces of land
in Melles charged with 6(hole) yearly due in exchange of
other lands charged with 1ld. yearly rent to John &
Agnes thru Roger and Margaret. To make up the difference
John & Agnes quitclaim to Roger & Margaret 3½d. annual
rent due to Agnes & John from a tenement in Pottone(?).
Witnesses: Sir Peter de Burgate, Thomas de Kipenham,
Robert Cokerel, Nicholas de Renham, Robert de la Mare
and others. Dated at Melles 9 May 13 Edward III.
John de Surjeford and W. Aiges to Roger Blome and W. Margarit. Two pieces of land in Melles

Witness: D. Peter de Surje, Thomas de Hopeman.

Robert Colville, Nicholas de Randelune, Robert de la Mare, et al. At Melles 9 May 11 Ed. III

Seal lost.